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Abstract: This study aims towards identifying and modelling the significant factors which act as
enablers for the branded content to be used strategically by marketers as a marketing tool in the
COVID-19 era. A qualitative approach was adopted for this study, and significant factors associated
with branded content were identified from the literature review and primary survey. The factors were
then verified by the experts in the area of branding and digital marketing. Total interpretive structural
modelling (TISM) and Decision-making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory (DEMATEL) techniques
were used to model the factors as per their contextual relationships. As per the model outcomes from
TISM and DEMATEL approaches, branded content is an efficient marketing tool that promises value
delivery to stakeholders. This, in turn, depends on the authenticity and transparency in content
development and distribution. The most significant driving enablers for the system suggest efficient
measurement and evaluation strategies and the customer as co-creator for the branded content.

Keywords: branded content; marketing; total interpretive structural modelling; decision-making
Trial and Evaluation Laboratory

1. Introduction

Marketing as a concept and practice has embraced various definitions and approaches.
With the change in time and versatile consumer behaviour, marketing tools adopted by
marketers demand responsiveness. The visible indication for this is seen in the recent
outbreak of pandemic COVID-19, which has almost shaken the full dynamics of marketing.
There is a sudden upsurge in the quantum of online buyers in the year 2020. A few years
back, online retailing contributed only around 3%of total retail in India, which is now
expected to be around 8% in 2021 [1,2]. Marketers have observed record hit for search on the
internet for their products or services. Digital platforms have become necessary for almost
every marketer due to the upsurge of digital content and various entrants. The content
used for product promotion may be created by the marketer itself or developed through
any other company or user-generated. The content thus generated is called branded
content, which may be defined as “any output fully/partly funded or at least endorsed
by the legal owner of the brand which promotes the owner’s brand values, and makes
audiences choose to engage with the brand based on a pull logic due to its entertainment,
information or education value” [3]. The term branded content is not new and is being
used across all major continents globally through close association with Branded Content
Marketing Association (BCMA) for over a decade [4]. Marketers try to reach as close to the
consumer as possible to promote their products by providing brand information through
user-generated or brand-generated content [5].

Branded content may be a video, an article, an audiovisual, a blog, a magazine, or
an event, etc. [3]. For this study, branded content created by the marketers themselves
or through outsourcing in digital form is considered for discussion. It is different from
traditional advertising, where the promotional content comes as a push factor, intermitting
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with the customer’s program of choice. Instead, digital branded content is used as a pull
factor, where a separate video or digital content is there, with the aim of least obtrusion
in the customer’s running show. The customer decides to watch or read branded content
out of choice rather than out of compulsion. But this does not mean that branded content
intends to replace traditional advertisements; instead, they both can be used strategically
where traditional advertisements focus on sales and branded content focus on brand image
and brand extension [4]. In other words, digital branded content is any digital form
of media that is “intentional, brand-authored media used to establish or extend brand
identity or affinity” [6]. It is also established from the concept of permission marketing
that consumers don’t like to be disturbed by promotional content without their choice [7].
The customer, therefore, may feel more associated with the brands of their choice through
branded content and content delivery. The experience of branded content acts as a driver
for customer engagement with the brand and gives a feeling of virtual association [8].
Creating and managing the correct branded content which can promote the brands remains
a challenge for marketers always [9].

The pandemic period has allowed marketers to exploit the opportunity of bringing
the product closer to consumers through branded content. While buying from home, the
consumer looks for product reviews, feedbacks, and product details deeply. A branded
content revolves broadly around five areas viz. choice, deliverable vs. discipline, engage-
ment, mode of delivery, and value [3]. Scanty research is available on understanding all the
aspects of branded content as a marketing strategy. As per a few experts, the effects of a
pandemic may go as long as up to the year 2022. After that, whether marketing will begin
as before the COVID-19 period or whether it will be a new normal is a question to ponder
upon, and the trend shows more chances for getting the new normal trend to be set up.
Various researchers have emphasized that being innovative digitally can help companies
survive this pandemic. During this pandemic, more companies have started using What-
sApp, Google Meet, Zoom, etc., reflecting the path ahead [10]. In such a scenario, marketers
need to focus deeply and strategically on branded content as a competitive strategy. This is
where the need for this study is realized.

This study is built upon the following research questions:

R1. Which are the major enabling factors for the branded content to be used strategically
by marketers as a marketing tool.

The study aims to highlight the major factors that can act as enablers for branded
content success.

R2. What should be a guiding framework for long-term sustainability for branded content
as a strategic marketing tool, based on the interaction among identified factors?

Not all the factors need equal focus and efforts from marketers; therefore, an effort has
been made to model the factors in a meaningful and contextual hierarchical relationship.
The qualitative approach for data collection and analysis was approached, where factors
were identified through extensive literature review and primary data and were validated
through expert opinion. The factors were then modelled through Total Interpretive Struc-
tural Modelling (TISM) and Decision-making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory (DEMATEL)
Techniques. This study emphasizes strategically approaching the branded content to be
used as a marketing tool in the COVID-19 scenario and lays the foundation for marketers
and policymakers.

This study further has sections, where Section 2 presents the literature review, and
Section 3 discusses the methodology, including TISM and DEMATEL techniques. Section 4
is the results and analysis, and Section 5 presents the discussion and practical implications.
Section 6 gives the conclusion, and Section 7 is the limitations and future research directions
for this study.
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2. Literature Review

The concept of online presence or digital marketing is not new for marketers or
consumers. Digital marketing is there for years, and marketers adopt everyday innovative
approaches to make close bonds with consumers [4] and studying the consumer attitude
and behaviour in the technology-driven sharing economy [11–13]. Consumers are targeted
through social media channels, display advertisements, and search engines [14–16]. Online
social platforms are most interactive and communicative to reach consumers [17]. Various
retail marketers are using social media platforms to promote their brands, often taking
the help of brand communities on social media platforms [18–20]. Research suggest
that, if designed and directed by marketers for brand promotion, social media platforms
can develop a sense of belongingness and interactivity among consumers [21]. Branded
content is relatively still a new topic [4]. Branded content is developed to provide focused
information entertainingly to a specific target set of consumers. Influencer-marketed
branded content is prominent, wherein the marketer chooses a personality to create and
market its branded content [19,22]. The content needs to be vivid and deeply connected
with the products [20]. Effective content formats also impact influencer marketing [23].

The branded content development and distribution have become a buzz feature for
marketers nowadays, which is discussed widely with content marketing [3]. The terms
branded content, and branded content marketing should be used carefully as both carry
a separate meaning and require separate attention from marketers. In one way, branded
content marketing may be considered an enabler for making the content reach its target
customers. The key to using branded content efficiently lies in the adequately defined
content and carefully selected medium to make it available to consumers. The Branded
Content Marketing Association (BCMA) suggested a few rules for branded content success
as a marketing tool. The suggestions include that interesting and original branded content,
promotion of content, combined campaigns that can enhance the positive image of a brand,
and synergistically with traditional advertising [6]. Authors tried to sensitize the readers
about the benefits of relating branded content with crowd culture through social media [24].
Branded content integration may also be done by either placing the product or brand in the
movie or TV program, or it may be used to portray the real use by using any celebrity [25].
Webisode communication is also a branded content strategy wherein movies or series are
broadcasted on the internet related to a brand [26].

The significant factors as enablers for branded content to be used as an efficient
marketing tool may be discussed as follows:

2.1. Factor 1: Branded Content Distribution and Promotion Strategy

Branded content must be delivered and distributed to the consumers most effectively
once created. The distribution of the promotion aspect of branded content is discussed
under the umbrella of content marketing. An efficient content marketing influences con-
sumers’ purchase intentions and loyalty to brands [27]. Consumers tend to have different
brand perceptions based on how the content is promoted and presented to consumers [4].
The time of content delivery impacts its popularity [28]. There are various channels avail-
able for branded content delivery, so choosing the best content delivery method is a crucial
for marketers these days [6,29].

2.2. Factor 2: Quality of Content

The branded content needs to be creative, informative, and engaging. Marketers use
different forms of content to engage the consumers and pass the brand message in a more
focussed manner [6,27,30]. Consumers look for different types of content for different
product types, like complete information and advice for health products and automobiles,
while inspirational content for fashion products [19]. The type and quality of content
decide the engagement power of consumers with the brand [31]. The richness of the
content and proper usage of images impact the popularity of branded content amongst the
consumers [28].
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2.3. Factor 3: Authenticity

Consumers consult the branded content to get adequate information about the brand.
Therefore, the credibility of branded content is an important decisive factor for consumer
choice [32]. Content authenticity affects the brand image directly by impacting consumer
trust. Consumers often relate the authenticity of any engagement initiative with brand
perception; if the initiative matches with perception, it is considered authentic [33]. The
authenticity of branded content depends to a great extent on the source and mode of
content development.

2.4. Factor 4: Transparency

The amount of disclosure in the branded content relates to transparency and ethics [34].
Consumers expect brand marketers to be transparent in their content descriptions and
delivery methods, but marketers need to consider various business decisions. Therefore,
the level of transparency in branded content is tricky, and it needs to be managed with due
diligence. Lack of transparency also may disorient the consumers and may lead to a lack of
trust in the brands. As per the study conducted [35], companies may introduce disclaimers
with new formats of creating branded content to protect the credibility and transparency of
brands. The advertising of branded content also needs due consideration and compliance
with the legislative mechanism for bringing in required transparency [36].

2.5. Factor 5: Value Delivery to Stakeholders

Branded content success as a marketing tool depends on how it is embraced by
consumers [3]. Also, besides consumers, branded content should provide value to its other
stakeholders that prominently involve the marketer company and the company if hired to
develop branded content on behalf of the marketer. If the branded content can provide
value to the stakeholders, it can only sustain the competition and prove a competitive
tool for the marketer. There needs to be an affinity between the marketer and the media
providers for delivering branded content [37].

2.6. Factor 6: Measurement and Evaluation of Branded Content

As per [6], the branded content needs to be evaluated for quality, and its impact needs
to be measured for its success. BCMA suggests a content evaluation system known as
Branded Content Evaluation System (BSES), which focuses on overall content performance,
component-wise impact, and anything the marketer needs to do differently from the
competitors. Many companies face difficulties related to content production and curation
and ROI measurements [38].

2.7. Factor 7: Customer as Co-Creator

The branded content gets enriched when the consumer becomes one of the participants
in creating it. Marketers are exploring online communities of consumers as a tool for brand
co-creation [39]. Marketers invite consumers to participate in the co-creation of brand
content through various means [40,41]. Studies claim that consumers usually believe the
reviews or content provided by other consumers more than those professionally created [4].
Also, if inviting suggestions from customers, the marketers should respond or attend to
those suggestions or concerns to have content and product improvements [6]. Table 1
presents a summary of the literature.
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Table 1. Summary of Literature Support for the Identified Factors.

Sr. No Factors Literature Support

1 Content distribution and promotion strategy [4,6,25,27–29]

2 Quality of content [6,19,20,22,27,28,30,31]

3 Authenticity [32]

4 Transparency [34]

5 Value delivery to stakeholders [3,37]

6 Measurement and evolution of branded content [6,38]

7 Customer as co-creator [4,6,39,40]

3. Methodology

This study aims to identify the significant factors that may act as enablers for branded
content and be strategically used as a marketing tool by marketers in the COVID-19 era. For
this purpose, a qualitative approach was adopted. As a first step, literature was screened
to identify the significant factors associated with branded content. The identified factors
(14 factors) were then randomly circulated online in the last week of June 2020 to a few
respondents for responses on factor appropriateness. A brief questionnaire was prepared
for this purpose and posted on social media platforms like Watsapp and LinkedIn. The
responses were received from 83 respondents. A very brief summation of the same is
mentioned in Table A2 (Appendix B). The final list of factors was prepared based on
responses received and the literature survey (as mentioned in section two above). The
factors were then verified by the experts in the area of branding and digital marketing.
Also, the experts were asked to identify the contextual relationship between the variables
as per the requirements of the TISM and DEMATEL approach. A total of five experts
were approached for this purpose, including three academicians in leading management
institutes in Delhi-NCR, and two were from the industry. The domain experts were chosen
based on their Linkedin profile and experience in the subject. For response collection
purposes, all the five experts were called on a virtual meeting two times during 2nd July to
13th July 2020, and the researcher recorded their observations and comments. Based on the
suggestions from the experts, TISM and DEMATEL approaches were applied. Both these
approaches have demonstrated their strength for modelling variables in different research
domains. TISM is an extension of the Interpretive Structural Modeling (ISM) approach. It is
preferred over ISM, as it overcomes a few of the drawbacks of the ISM approach such as in
ISM no logic is provided for the identified relationships between the variables. In contrast,
in TISM, the interpretive logic knowledge base matrix is prepared to provide logic for each
linkage. TISM approach identifies the structural relationship between the variables [42–45],
and DEMATEL further provides the strength of those relationships, along with providing
the cause and effect relationship among the variables [46–48]. Further, in this section, the
methodology for TISM and DEMATEL approaches are discussed.

3.1. Total Interpretive Structural Modelling (TISM)

Total interpretive structural modelling (TISM) is a qualitative approach for identifying
the contextual relationships between the factors under study [49,50]. TISM highlights the
driving power or dependence of one factor over others and thereby identifies the significant
linkages. The steps involved in TISM [51–53] are discussed as below:

Step 1: Identification of relevant factors from the literature review and validation
from experts.

Step 2: Developing the interpretive logic-knowledge base matrix for the contextual
relationship (“lead to” type) amongst the factors, as per inputs from the experts, and
marking the entries as YES or NO. Wherever one particular factor leads to another factor,
entry is made as ‘YES’ in the matrix, and wherever the ‘lead to’ relation is missing, entry
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is made as ‘NO’ in the matrix. Also, the experts are asked to provide a logical reason for
the proposed relationship between the factors, and the reason is mentioned in the column
against the ‘YES’ entry.

Step 3: Transformation of the interpretive logic-knowledge base matrix into a binary
matrix (reachability matrix) by making (i,j) entry of YES as (i,j) entry of 1 in the reachability
matrix, and (i,j) entry of NO as (i,j) entry of 0 in the reachability matrix. The reachability
matrix is then scrutinized for transitive links as per the following formula:

‘If factor1 leads to factor 2, and factor 2 leads to factor 3, then factor 1 should also
lead to factor 3’and wherever it is found, transitivities are included in the form of 1* in the
reachability matrix.

Step 4: The factors differ in their magnitude and direction to influence other factors
in the system. In the TISM approach, factor level partitioning is done to allot level to
each factor as per its magnitude and direction of influence. The step of allotting level to
any factor is called iteration. For each iteration, the reachability set (consists of all the
factors that this factor leads to, including self) and the antecedent set (consists of all the
factors that lead to this factor, including self) are identified intersections are recorded
under the intersection set. Levels are allotted to any factor whenever its reachability and
intersections set becomes equal, and then that specific factor is removed from further
iterations. Iterations in this way continue till levels are allotted to each factor.

Step 5: Carrying out MICMAC analysis for grouping the factors into four clusters
viz. ‘autonomous’, ‘dependent’, ‘linkage’ and ‘drivers’ based on their driving power and
dependence.

Step 6: Preparing the diagraph/TISM model, based on the levels achieved by each
faculty, to represent the direction of influence of one factor on another graphically.

3.2. DEMATEL

The DEMATEL technique is used for developing and interpreting the causal or effect
relationship between the identified factors [54]. The DEMATEL approach consists of the
following steps [55–59].

Step 1: Developing the direct relation matrix (D): To develop the direct relation matrix
(D), the pair-wise relationships amongst the factors are established first. For this purpose,
expert opinion is sought for evaluating all the pairs of factors on a scale of 0–4, where value
0 denotes ‘no influence’ and value 4 denotes ‘extreme strong influence’ of one factor on
another in the pair. Accordingly, a non-negative matrix (n × n) is achieved for n factors for
each expert. After that, the responses of all the experts are averaged and accordingly, the
direct relation matrix (D) is obtained by following the below-mentioned formula:

D =
1
n ∑n

k=1 Dk
ij

Step 2: Developing the normalized direct relation matrix (N): The normalized direct
relation matrix (N) is obtained by normalizing the direct relation matrix (D), by using
the formula:

N = D/k
K = maxi,j

(
maxi ∑n

j=1 ai,jmaxj ∑n
i=1 ai,j

)
, i, j = 1, 2, 3

Step 3: Developing the total relation matrix (R)
Total relation matrix (R) is obtained from the normalized matrix by using the formula:

R = N(I − N)−1

where I represent the identity matrix. The total relation matrix (R) depicts the type of
relationship (influence); one factor has over other factors.

Step 4: Developing the causal diagram: The causal diagram in DEMATEL is obtained
by plotting the values of (D+R) and (D−R), where ‘D’ denotes the sum of rows, and ‘R’
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denotes the sum of columns, respectively, for each factor. The value of the sum of rows
(‘D’) shows the sum of the influence of one particular factor on other factors, and the
value of the sum of columns (‘R’) shows the sum of the influence of other factors on
that respective factor. Similarly, values of (D+R) reflects the strength of the relationship
of the particular factor with the system. Similarly, values of (D−R) reflect the nature of
relationships amongst all the factors. The positive value of (D−R) of the factor shows that
the respective factor belongs to the cause group. The negative value of (D−R) of factor
indicates that the respective factor belongs to the effect group. The (D+R) and (D−R) values
are further plotted on the x and y-axis to obtain the causal diagram.

4. Results and Analysis
4.1. TISM Modelling

Step-wise results from TISM modelling are discussed as follows.
Step 1: Identification and listing of the relevant factors: A total of seven factors were

identified from the literature review and primary survey, which may act as enablers for
branded content to be used as a marketing strategy. All seven factors are described in
Section 2 above. Also, the factors were verified by the experts, as mentioned in Section 3
beginning.

Step 2: Defining Contextual Relationship and developing an Interpretive logic-
knowledge base. The Interpretive logic-knowledge base matrix was prepared as per
the methodology in step 2 in Section 3 above and is placed as Table A1 (Appendix A).

Step 3: Development of a reachability matrix from the Interpretive logic-knowledge
base and then scrutinize the matrix for transitivity. The interpretive logic-knowledge
base was transformed into a binary matrix following the process described in step 3 in
Section 4 above. The reachability matrix obtained is placed in Table 2. Further, as per the
rule for transitivity discussed in step 3 in Section 4 above, the final reachability matrix is
prepared and placed in Table 3. Also, the transitivities such obtained were included in the
interpretive logic-knowledge base (Table A1), by replacing the entry of NO with the entry
of YES, for that respective transitive entry and also the word ‘transitive’ was written in the
respective column of that entry. Further, the driving power (calculated by adding up the
number of 1s in the row) and dependence (calculated by adding up the number of 1s in the
column)for each factor were calculated and recorded in the final reachability matrix.

Step 4: Carrying out level partitioning of the reachability matrix: As per the process of
level partitioning detailed in step 4 of Section 3 above, In this study, a total of four iterations
were required to allot levels to each factor. The consolidated level partition table is placed
as Table 4.

Step 5: MICMACAnalysis: The purpose of MICMAC Analysis is to divide the iden-
tified factors into four different clusters as per the driving power and dependence of
the factors. The four clusters thus identify and group the factors as autonomous, depen-
dent, linkage, and independent factors [44,60–63]. The grouping of factors in this study is
presented in Figure 1 and discussed as below:

Table 2. Initial Reachability Matrix.

(i,j) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0

2 0 1 1 0 1 0 0

3 0 0 1 1 1 0 0

4 0 0 1 1 1 0 0

5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

6 1 1 1 1 0 1 0

7 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
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Table 3. Final Reachability Matrix(Transitivity).

(i,j) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Driving Power

1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 4

2 0 1 1 1 * 1 0 0 4

3 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 3

4 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 3

5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

6 1 1 1 1 1 * 1 0 6

7 1 1 1 * 1 1 0 1 6

Dependance 3 3 6 6 7 1 1

* Transitivity.

Table 4. Consolidated Level of Factors.

Factors Reachability Set Antecedent Set Intersection Set Level

1 1,3,4,5 1,6,7 1 3

2 2,3,4,5 2,6,7 2 3

3 3,4,5 1,2,3,4,6,7 3,4 2

4 3,4,5 1,2,3,4,6,7 3,4 2

5 1 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 1 1

6 1,2,3,4,5,6 6 6 4

7 1,2,3,4,5,7 7 7 4
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Figure 1. MICMAC Analysis.

Cluster I: This cluster groups together Autonomous Factors in the system. Such
factors do not significantly relate to other factors and have weak driving power and weak
dependence. In this study, no factors emerged into this group, reflecting that all the factors
show some other types of relationships.

Cluster II: This cluster groups together Dependent Factors in the system. Such factors
have weak driving power and high dependence on other factors. In this study, value
delivery to stakeholders (5), transparency (4), and authenticity (3) were grouped into this
cluster. These factors are strategic for the system but need the support of other factors to be
achieved successfully.
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Cluster III: This cluster groups togetherLinkage Factors in the system. Such factors
have driving power and dependence both as high. They are the most unstable ones, and
any change on other factors can easily reflect on these factors and other factors. In this
study, no factor emerged as a linkage factor, which might be because all the identified
factors have either significant driving power or dependence, but not both.

Cluster IV: This cluster groups together Independent Factors in the system. Such
factors have high driving power and low dependence on other factors. In this study,
measurement and evaluation strategies (6), the customer as co-creator (7), quality of the
content (2), and distribution and promotion strategy (1) got categorized into this cluster.

Step 6: TISM Model/Diagraph
All the factors are represented graphically in the sequence as per their driving powers

and dependence, and the model thus obtained is known as the TISM model or Diagraph.
In this study, the seven factors were placed as per their level partitions, where the factor
with level one was placed at the top, followed by next-level factors. Factors are connected
through arrows, which always point upward in vertical interrelationships, and arrows
point to both sides in case of horizontal or same level factors. The dotted lines in the model
reflect the indirect ‘lead to’ relation between the factors. The TISM model so generated is
placed as Figure 2.
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Figure 2. TISM Model.

As per the TISM model, the factors viz. measurement and evaluation strategies (6);
and the customer as co-creator (7) emerged as the most significant driving forces for other
factors. This signifies that for branded content to be used strategically for brand promotion,
it is essential to have well-designed and practice measurement and evaluation strategies.
These measurement and evaluation strategies help keep the quality of content higher and
its delivery platforms efficient. The marketer needs to draft methods to measure the impact
of branded content on the marketing and promotion aspects of their products. Similarly,
the content development and delivery are to be evaluated frequently on pre-decided
parameters with much precision. Equally, the strong enabler is the customer as co-creator
(7), which also has high driving power. This is realized that if branded content focuses
on and usage of user-generated content, its impact becomes manifold. Both these driving
forces are significant to maintain transparency and credibility in the system for all the
stakeholders. As per the model, next in the hierarchy in driving power are the quality of
the content (2); and distribution and promotion strategy (1). With ideal measurement and
evaluation strategies and involving the customer as content co-creator, it helps develop
excellent quality content and content distribution in the most user-acceptable manner.
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Consumers seek complete and accurate information about the product before buying, and
that is what they expect the branded content should provide them. Also, not all ways of
making the content available to consumers are effective. Marketers need to identify the
delivery method, which suits their product type and the profiling of consumers in the
best suitable manner. These four driving forces discussed above lead to branded content’s
transparency (4), and authenticity (3) for the customers.

Consequently, all these factors lead to value delivery to stakeholders (5). As emerged
from the model, value delivery to stakeholders eventually decides the fate of the system’s
success. Stakeholders involve the customers, content developers, platform providers, and
marketers (if different from content creators and distributors). Unless the stakeholders get
something worth higher sales, better product reviews, acceptance, and increased profits,
only branded content should be sustained as a promotion strategy.

4.2. DEMATEL Model

The methodology explained in Section 3.2 above was adopted, and consequently,
the step-wise results obtained from applying the DEMATEL technique on the factors are
discussed below:

Step 1: Direct relation matrix (D)
The direct relation matrix (D) was developed by identifying the pair-wise relationship

between the identified factors, as per the method and formula explained in step 1 of
Section 3.2. The direct relation matrix is placed in Table 5.

Table 5. Direct Relation Matrix (D).

(i,j) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 0 0 4 4 4 0 0

2 0 0 3 4 4 1 0

3 0 1 0 3 4 1 1

4 2 3 4 0 4 1 2

5 1 3 4 4 0 2 2

6 4 4 4 4 4 0 4

7 3 4 4 4 4 3 0

0 = No influence; 1 = Low influence; 2 = Medium influence; 3 = High influence; 4 = Very High influence.

Step 2: Normalised direct relation matrix (N)
The normalized direct relation matrix (N) was obtained by normalizing the direct

relation matrix (D) using the formula mentioned in step 2 in Section 3.2 above. Accordingly,
the matrix obtained is mentioned in Table 6.

Table 6. Normalized direct relation matrix (N).

(i,j) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 0.00000 0.00000 0.16667 0.16667 0.16667 0.00000 0.00000

2 0.00000 0.00000 0.12500 0.16667 0.16667 0.04167 0.00000

3 0.00000 0.04167 0.00000 0.12500 0.16667 0.04167 0.04167

4 0.08333 0.12500 0.16667 0.00000 0.16667 0.04167 0.08333

5 0.04167 0.12500 0.16667 0.16667 0.00000 0.08333 0.08333

6 0.16667 0.16667 0.16667 0.16667 0.16667 0.00000 0.16667

7 0.12500 0.16667 0.16667 0.16667 0.16667 0.12500 0.00000
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Step 3: Total relation matrix (T)
The total relation matrix (T) obtained as per the formula mentioned in step 3 of

Section 3.2 above is placed in Table 7.

Table 7. Total relation matrix (T).

(i,j) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 0.06131 0.11857 0.32363 0.31631 0.32787 0.06875 0.07862

2 0.07056 0.12810 0.29613 0.32584 0.33642 0.11172 0.08615

3 0.06824 0.15930 0.16650 0.27339 0.31505 0.10733 0.11553

4 0.16357 0.27125 0.38438 0.23748 0.39407 0.13350 0.17423

5 0.13603 0.28087 0.39091 0.38698 0.25808 0.17170 0.18199

6 0.29029 0.38800 0.50638 0.50215 0.52024 0.13855 0.29606

7 0.24202 0.36991 0.47674 0.47292 0.48995 0.23829 0.13982

Step 4: Developing the causal diagram based on values of (D+R) and (D−R):
From the total relation matrix, the values of (D+R), i.e., the sum of influences given

to factors, and (D−R), i.e., the sum of influences received by factors, were calculated, as
shown in Table 8.

Table 8. The sum of influences (given to and received by) the factors.

Factors D R (D+R) (D−R)

1 1.2950615 1.032015 2.327076437 0.26304664

2 1.3549088 1.715992 3.070900834 −0.361083279

3 1.205329 2.544663 3.749992006 −1.339334033

4 1.7584737 2.515068 4.273541299 −0.756593956

5 1.8065666 2.641663 4.448229307 −0.835096164

6 2.6416627 0.969843 3.61150587 1.671819602

7 2.4296369 1.072396 3.502032547 1.35724119

The factors were ranked based on their (D+R) values, reflecting the relative importance
of the factor in the system and the degree of the relation of one factor with other factors.
The same is highlighted in Table 9.

Table 9. The relationship strength rankings.

Ranks Factor (D+R)

1 5 4.448229

2 4 4.273541

3 3 3.749992

4 6 3.611506

5 7 3.502033

6 2 3.070901

7 1 2.327076

Similarly, the factors were also ranked based on their values of (D−R), reflecting the
kind of relation between the variables and summarised in Table 10.
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Table 10. The relation type and relative rankings.

Ranks Cause-Group Factor (+ve Value of D−R) (D−R)

1 6 1.671819602

2 7 1.35724119

3 1 0.26304664

Ranks Effect-Group Factor (−ve Value of D−R) (D−R)

1 3 −1.339334033

2 5 −0.835096164

3 4 −0.756593956

4 2 −0.361083279

Finally, (D+R) and (D−R) values were plotted to obtain the causal diagram (Figure 3).
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Inferences

The values of (D+R) and (D−R) were calculated and shown in Table 8. Further, in
Table 9, the values of (D+R) were ranked, where value delivery to stakeholders (5) got the
highest value of (D+R), followed by transparency (4), authenticity (3), measurement and
evaluation strategies (6), customer as co-creator (7), quality of content (2), distribution and
promotion strategy (1). The factors with higher values of (D+R) show higher prominence
with the system. Similarly, the positive and negative values of (D−R), as shown in Table 10
categorize the factors into cause or effect groups. The factors with a positive value of (D−R)
are categorized into cause group factors. The factors with a negative value of (D−R) are
categorized into effect group factors.

In this study, measurement and evaluation strategies (6); and the customer as co-
creator (7) got the higher positive values of (D−R), which shows that these two factors
have a high impact on other factors. But the (D+R) value of both the factors is low, which
may be accounted for low levels of ‘R’. The next factor with a positive but low value of
(D−R) is distribution and promotion strategy (1), which shows that this factor doesn’t
impact other factors much. Also, this factor has the least (D+R) value, which shows that
the factor does not carry much prominence with the system.

Further, in this study, four factors got categorized into effect group factors due to
their negative (D−R) values, where authenticity (3), emerged with the highest value of
negative (D−R), which shows that other factors are greatly impacting this factor. The
high value of (D+R) also shows that this factor has high prominence with the system. The
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next two factors with high values of negative (D−R) are value delivery to stakeholders
(5) and transparency (4). This shows that these two factors are also impacted by other
factors significantly. Also, both these factors have the highest value of (D+R), making them
significant and connected to the system. The factor with a low value of negative (D−R) is
the quality of the content (2), and the same as a low value for (D+R) as well, which makes
the factor getting moderately impacted by other factors.

Based on the outcomes from both the models, viz. TISM and DEMATEL, most factors
emerged common in both the models, in terms of impact creating or dependency. Like,
value delivery to stakeholders (5) emerged as the most dependant factor as per TISM
model, and as per DEMATEL approach also this factor emerged with high prominence
with the system, due to high value of (D+R) and got categorized into effect group, due to
negative value of (D−R). Similarly, as per the TISM model, measurement and evaluation
strategies (6); and the customer as co-creator (7) emerged as strong driving forces. As per
the DEMATEL approach, these factors emerged as cause group factors due to positive
values (D−R).

Further, authenticity (3) and transparency (4) emerged as dependant forces in the
TISM model and DEMATEL approach as well both of them emerged as effect group factors
with negative values of (D−R). But, the factors viz. distribution and promotion strategy (1);
and quality of the content (2) emerged as driving powers in TISM, while in DEMATEL,
distribution and promotion strategy (1) emerged as weak cause group factor, and quality
of the content (2) emerged as weak effect group factor. This may be attributed to either less
value of ‘D’ or ‘R’ associated with these factors.

5. Discussion and Practical Implications

The results obtained in the study highlight the relationship between the identified
factors and the strength of their relationships as well. It emerged that branded content
needs to promise value delivery to all the stakeholders, but the value delivery depends
on several other associated factors. Customers should be promoted to be co-creator for
branded content to enhance the credibility and acceptability of branded content. At the
same time, the company needs to be vigilant in devising the measurement and evaluation
strategies for the branded content. The measurement and evaluation strategies adopted
by the company and decisions to involve customers as co-creator, directly and indirectly,
impact the authenticity and transparency of the content. Customer trust needs to be
created by developing quality content and appropriate distribution and promotion of the
content. Due to this reason, companies take due care in adopting content distribution and
promotion strategies.

This study emphasizes the strategic adoption and implementation of branded content
as a marketing tool for the new normal (post-COVID-19 era). The marketers need to
evolve continuously to keep the consumers engaged and attached to their brands. They
need to cover up the limitations of traditional marketing, find ways to impact and convey
their business values and digital branded content can be a tool for that. Digital content
producers and advertisers need to integrate to frame powerful, thematic messages which
can enhance organic viewership and brand preference [64]. In 2020, those companies who
have focused on the content and its delivery could engage with customers more effectively.
This pandemic has changed the habits and buying behaviour of consumers. While sitting
and buying at home, the consumer looks for product reviews and details more minutely.
As per a Forbes’ study in 2016, the customers displayed 59% higher recalls than display
advertising. The TISM tool applied in this study highlights that content distribution is very
important for its success and in practical business life; this statement can be justified by
looking at how ‘Facebook’ is giving success to the digital content distribution of companies.
Apart from Facebook, marketers are exploring options of creating their advertisements
and promoting through their apps like Apple news, google search and Snapchat, etc. [65].
This study emphasized the need for careful designing of quality branded content to ensure
increased brand loyalty. Few studies in literature also substantiate this point whereby it is
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suggested to frame and deliver more informative content for high involvement product
brands like a laptop; while for low involvement product brands like coffee, the content
needs to be more attractive and attention seeker [9,27]. The way consumers perceive
the usefulness and ease of use of content impact their attitude towards branded content,
reflecting their purchase intentions further [26], which can benefit their brand if properly
exploited by marketers establishment. Branded content can be a competitive tool for
marketers in the coming days, wherein it can act as a bridge between the brand and
the consumer relationship [66]. The younger generation mostly tends to escape from
traditional advertising and feel connected with informative and entertaining promotions.
There is always a quest for new content online which can be captured by branded content
intelligently in the days to come.

6. Conclusions

Branded content is emerging as a subtle way of communicating about the brand with
its users. The recent pandemic of COVID-19 has made consumers look towards online
modes of buying, by choice or out of compulsion. Consumers now have to depend on
online product or service reviews for making informed decisions. This is where the role
of branded content pitches in. Marketers are innovating their ways to exploit the true
worth of branded content as a robust marketing strategy. This study reflected the few
factors that can enable branded content to be used as a robust marketing strategy. Authors
have used the TISM and DEMATEL techniques to enable the strategic model framing
of the identified enablers, to identify the appropriate way of approaching the enablers.
This study outcome projected that branded content needs to provide value to different
stakeholders, profit to the platform provider, increased sales to marketers, and genuine
information to consumers. Value delivery again depends on the level of authenticity the
content promises to the consumers. Marketing these days have become so vulnerable
to mistrust and broken brand-consumer relationships. Stakeholders need transparency
in content development and delivery. The quality of the branded content and the way
it is delivered to the consumers make a huge difference to the success of this marketing
strategy. The marketers, therefore, need to be very particular and focused on devising and
implementing the measurement and evaluation strategies for the quality of the content and
its delivery. The marketers need to draft the strategies depending on the type of product
or service they are dealing with and the specific environment the brand is existing. Also,
measuring the impact of branded content usage on the brand’s sales is equally essential for
marketers. Various marketers are exploring the options of including consumers in their
process of branded content development to enhance the value of branded content. This
study reflects the importance of strategically approaching the concept of branded content
so that stakeholders get the real worth of this much-needed strategy.

7. Limitations and Future Research Directions

Like every research, this study also has limitations, including the sample size of
respondents used to finalize factors. With more responses, a mixed-method approach could
have been adopted for getting deeper insights. In the future, a similar study may be carried
out by adopting techniques like factor analysis, structural equation modelling, and neural
networking. A combination of Fuzzy-MICMAC, Fuzzy-TISM, and Fuzzy-DEMATEL can
also be adopted to cover wider linkages and relationship strengths. The way different forms
of branded content related to marketing strategy is worth research. Also, sector-specific or
consumer-specific studies may be conducted wherein branded content is discussed as a
marketing tool for specific products or services.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Interpretive Logic-Knowledge Base.

Sr. No. Variable No./Paired Comparisons Yes/No Reason/Logic

E1 Distribution and Promotion Strategy

1 E1-E2 NO

2 E2-E1 NO

3 E1-E3 YES Choice of platform/channel used supports content authenticity

4 E3-E1 NO

5 E1-E4 YES Choice of platform/channel used supports transparency

6 E4-E1 NO

7 E1-E5 YES Choice of platform/channel used supports value delivery

8 E5-E1 NO

9 E1-E6 NO

10 E6-E1 YES strong evaluation leads to better content marketing

11 E1-E7 NO

12 E7-E1 YES customer participates in decision making

E2 Quality of content

13 E2-E3 YES quality generates trust

14 E3-E2 NO

15 E2-E4 YES Transitive

16 E4-E2 NO

17 E2-E5 YES quality promises satisfaction

18 E5-E2 NO

19 E2-E6 NO

20 E6-E2 YES stringent evaluation helps in quality content

21 E2-E7 NO

22 E7-E2 YES Customer participates in relevant content generation
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Table A1. Cont.

Sr. No. Variable No./Paired Comparisons Yes/No Reason/Logic

E3 Authenticity

23 E3-E4 YES Stakeholders will not hesitate in sharing authentic content

24 E4-E3 YES more transparency ensures authentic content to be shared

25 E3-E5 YES Satisfied stakeholders

26 E5-E3 NO

27 E3-E6 NO

28 E6-E3 YES strong evaluation leads to better authenticity

29 E3-E7 NO

30 E7-E3 YES Transitive

E4 Transparency

31 E4-E5 YES Satisfied stakeholders

32 E5-E4 NO

33 E4-E6 NO

34 E6-E4 YES strong evaluation leads to more transparency

35 E4-E7 NO

36 E7-E4 YES more involvement

E5 Value Delivery to stakeholders

37 E5-E6 NO

38 E6-E5 YES Transitive

39 E5-E7 NO

40 E7-E5 YES Customer feel associated and gets value

E6 Measurement and evaluation strategies

41 E6-E7 NO

42 E7-E6 NO

Appendix B

Table A2. Respondent details of Questionnaire.

Sr. No Description Details

1. Total number of respondents 83

2. Level of education Undergraduate and above

3. Occupation Homemaker/student/employee

Few major Questions:

Q. 1. Do you prefer online shopping?
Q. 2. Have u started buying online, during the COVID-19 duration?
Q. 3. If No, what restricts you?
Q. 4. If yes, how is your experience?
Q. 5. While going for Online shopping, to how much extent do the content and reviews etc
available on the website, influence your choice? Please rate on the given scale.
Q. 6. Please rate the below-mentioned variables on the scale of importance for the success
of branded content for sales promotion:
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Sr. No. Variables
Very

Important
Important Can’t Say

Not So
Important

Completely of
No Importance

i.
The strategy for distribution and
promotion of the content

ii.
The type of technologies used for
creating the branded content

iii.
The stage of the product for which
content is created

iv.
The content needs to be trustworthy
(authenticate)

v. How much established the brand is

vi. How much transparent the content is

vii. Content quality needs to be good

viii.
Content is paid one by the brand or is
it free

ix.
Value delivery to all the stakeholders
(including you as a customer)

x.
Whether the content relates well with
traditional advertising

xi. Sufficient choices availability

xii. How much measurable the content is

xiii. Has the content evolved with time

xiv. You as a co-creator for the content
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